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at the end of the day, it was home minister rajnath singh’s comment about playing videos on in future was the answer to the question. he said that as the government is on the lookout for high-quality movies, the ban will be lifted to allow users to view such videos. and, of course, considering its popularity today, the kashmir files will be among the first to be allowed. citing examples of
criminal cases related to the use of videos, singh told toi, “we have taken a note of this and as long as the videos are popular and considered good quality, we will lift the ban. it will not be a blanket ban. it is completely about good quality.” it will obviously be up to film producers to ensure that the videos they release are, well, watchable. and as singh also pointed out, the ban will not apply

to copyrighted content, like music videos or music itself. but, as the home minister clarified, films with only music and scenes, or films that do not contain any dialogues, will be unaffected. the supreme court of india had also said that users can watch films via online streaming, and, therefore, had given a breather to users to watch videos without worrying about content that is family
friendly. since the kashmir files contained only visuals, there was no content that the government found unsuitable or frowned upon. hence, the government thought it was time to lift the ban. “the fact is that we have to watch a lot of movies now. we do not watch as many movies as we used to. but we watch popular movies that we have watched in the past. we like watching movies. so, we

are looking for reasons and solutions to be able to watch those movies now.”
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ali gazni is the life of a 40-year-old man. he has two daughters and is happily married. his life takes
a turn when he meets a young woman, rabia. rabia is a talented advocate. ali decides to marry her
and is, at first, opposed to her being muslim. ali must face many hurdles before he can marry rabia.
in fact, he has to deal with multiple families that are opposed to this marriage, first his own family
and then rabia's. will ali be able to overcome these obstacles and marry rabia? ram gopal varma's

2009 film kubera starring salman khan, kareena kapoor, sanjay dutt, reshmi ghosh and raima sen, is
based on issues of caste and identity. it tells the story of a man from a lower caste in india, who is

forced by circumstances and social conventions to marry a woman from an upper caste. the fist is a
2010 malayalam movie. the film stars jiiva, rima sen, nithya menen, innocent, mythili, jagathy

sreekumar, mamukkoya, baburaj, raghuvaran and madhu. the story revolves around vasudevan, (a
graduate), who had achieved all his dreams, but still lives with his dad. he wanted to find a girl to
marry and start a new life with her, but somehow he meets the girl, kalyani. later on they fall in
love. but since he cannot marry her, he goes to america for further studies. vasudevan comes to
know about the problems of kalyani's family. this disturbs him and makes him helpless. a solution
comes with an unexpected twist. what follows is a journey of feelings and emotions as vasudevan
ends up marrying kalyani, the girl he was supposed to marry. based on a true incident, rajkumar
hirani's hindi movie, munna michael, directed by rajkumar hirani and starring akshay kumar as

munna michael and arshad warsi as ramlal, tells the story of a shy and innocent village boy, munna,
who is unwittingly involved in the cruel practice of eunuch-cutting. the film brings out to light the
shocking and inhuman process by which these innocent boys are forced to undergo castration.
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